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slashing energy costs in half because the
BR- 7030U consumes only one-third more power
than a single-chassis unit. You can also cut back
on the number of cables and peripheral
components you'll need by two-thirds. It all adds up
to huge cost savings right across the board, as well
as greater efficiency and higher productivity.

In fact, the only thing the BR- 7030U doesn't cut
back on is quality. Featuring all the advanced
professional functions you'd expect from the
inventor of VHS, this tough, reliable machine
delivers superior VHS pictures, ear-pleasing Hi-Fi
sound, and consistent high performance.

The BR- 7030U from JVC. The world's first three-
in-one Hi-Fi VHS Duplicator. When it comes to
high-quality, cost-effective Hi-Fi VHS duplicating,
it's the only thing that makes sense.

8

If you're in the video software business, you know
that no other type of video software is growing as
fast as Hi-Fi VHS. With demand increasing day by
day, you've got to be able to produce massive
quantities of Hi-Fi VHS software. And if you want to
get an edge in this rapidly expanding industry,
you've got to do it as quickly, as efficiently, and as
economically as possible.

The BR- 7030U professional Hi-Fi VHS duplicator
from JVC will give you that edge. The world's first
multiple-chassis Hi-Fi VHS duplicator, the
BR- 7030U features three VCR chassis in a single
cabinet, yet it's less than twice the size of an
average single-chassis duplicator. So you can
increase the number of recording units in a given
amount of space by 50% -immediately boosting
your software output. And you can do it while
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With three individual VHS recording units built
into a single cabinet, the BR- 7030U makes
much more efficient use of the space available
in your facilities. Whereas you can only put 8
or 10 conventional single-chassis models in a
single standard duplicator rack, you can stack
4 or 5 BR- 7030Us in the same space. That's
12 or 15 recording units -50% more! Or you
can reduce the amount of space you need
while maintaining the same output since
BR-7030U recording units take up 50% less
space than an equivalent number of
conventional recording units. Either way, you'll
find the BR-7030U the most cost-effective way
to make use of your space.
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Conventionai Model x 10BR- 7030U x 5

The BR- 7030U's three-in-one design also permits significant savings in one of today's most critical
areas- energy. One BR-7030U consumes 66 watts. That means power consumption per recording
unit is reduced to 22 watts -nearly half the power consumed by some single-chassis models. If you're
operating on a big scale, that translates into huge energy savings. For a dubbing company running
1000 recording units for 25 full 24-hour days, the difference could be a very substantial 12,600 kW -

13,200 kW with the BR- 7030U as opposed to something more like 25,800 kW with conventional single-
chassis models.

Additional equipment costs are drastically reduced with the BR-7030U. It requires no more cables
(video, audio, remote, power) than a conventional single-chassis model. In terms of recording units, the
number of cables you'll need for the BR- 7030U is a third of what you'd need for conventional models.
To give you an idea of the savings involved, consider the fact that both the BR-7030U and conventional
models each require two audio cables. That means with conventional single-chassis models you would
need 2000 cables for 1000 recording units. On the other hand, with the BR- 7030U, you would need only
668 cables for 1002 recording units. The same reduction also applies to the number of video and audio
distribution amplifiers required, resulting in peripheral cost-savings of more than 60%.



unit can be immediately identified and the problem
corrected. For code reading, a special ID code display
is available from JVC (SA-K15JX).
An ID code input connector is also provided for use with
an external code generator .

Large Recording and Warning Indicators
To ensure fast and easy detection of any recording
malfunctions, the BR- 7030U features three large, semi-
spherical red LED recording indicators on the front
panel -one for each recording unit. These remain
steadily illuminated as long as recording is proceeding
normally. Should some abnormality such as a broken
tape prevent recording, the light will blink a warning.
Because of their size,
bright red color, and semi-
spherical shape, these

from the side, easing the work
of checkers in large, busy
dubbing facilities.

Automatic Head Cleaning Mechanism
To prevent head clogging and ensure optimum
recording performance at all times, the BR- 7030U
incorporates a head cleaning mechanism which
automatically cleans the video and Hi-Fi audio heads
whenever a tape is loaded or unloaded.

CONVENIENCE

Three Tape Run Indicators
In addition to the large REC and WARNING indicators,
each recording unit has its own tape run indicator which
blinkS continuously during recording. The rate of blink-
ing corresponds to the tape speed so, for example, if
the REW or FF modes are engaged (via remote command)
for testing purposes, the indicator will show this.

Audio Input Level Meter
For convenient independent monitoring of all input
audio signals, the BR- lO30U's audio level meter is
provided with a four-position switch (Hi-Fi L, Hi-Fi R,
NORMAL L, NORMAL R). Four audio recording level
controls are also provided for separate adjustment of
left- and right-channel recording levels for both Hi-Fi
and normal audio.

34-Pin Parallel and RCA Serial Code Remote Control
For remote control of recording operations, the
BR- 7030U is provided with one 34-pin parallel remote
control connector and serial remote control in/out loop-
through connectors for RCA serial codes on the rear
panej. This ensures greater systems flexibility as either
system can be used as the situation dictates. And, even
with parallel control, wiring is much simpler than before
since a single connection controls three recording units.
On the front panel there is a 3.5-mm serial remote
contr!ol connector for checking each individual unit.

Three SOOO-Hour Meters
Hour meters for each recording unit are conveniently
placed on the front panel beneath the LED indicators.
These show accumulated running time up to 5000
hours, permitting early scheduling of maintenance and
inspection. After 5000 hours of operation, the meter
direction can be reversed with the DIRECTION switch.

Warning Output Connector
For centralized external control and status monitoring of
the entire duplicating system, the BR- 7030U is provided
with a warning output connector which indicates
whether the REC LED shows normal or abnormal
operation. This permits connection of a sensor or other
signal-reception component for easy simultaneous
monitoring of all units.

Independently Replaceable Recording Units
Each of the BR- 7030U's recording units can be
removed independently and replaced with a new unit.
This ensures less downtime and permits easy self-
servicing. Operation of the other units in the cabinet is
not affected so output is not significantly reduced even if
a replacement unit is not immediately available.
Replacement units are optionally available from JVC

(SA-K7030U).
Recording Unit ID Coding
For more effective quality control and efficient
maintenance, an ID code generating plug-in module is
available from JVC (SA-K14U). Using two code units of
the standardized VHS Address Code, this module will
record an 8-digit BCD (binary coded decimal) number
on the control track. Installation of this module in each of
the BR- 7030U's recording units permits easy
identification of the recording unit used to make any
tape. If an inferior recording should turn up later in post-
recording checking or on the market, the responsible
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RELIABILITY

Self-Diagnostic Warning System
For continuous high-performance operation and long-
term reliability, the BR- 7030U has a built-in self-
diagnostic warning and display system. A large warning
code display window and three LED~ -one for each
recording unit (A, B, or C) -alert operators to any
malfunctions as well as identify the specific
malfunctioning unit,

Front-Panel Test Points
To facilitate testing, the signals 'Output from the Hi-Fi
audio and video heads of each recording unit are
available at the front panel test points. The recording
unit to be tested can be selected with a switch for easy
checking of performance characteristics such as tape-
running stability, head-to-tape contact, tracking, and
recording level, If you

require playback signal
data, simply connect a
remote control to the
3,5-mm mini-jack on the
front panel and send the
playback command.
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PERFORMANCE

Three-In-One Cost-Saving Duplicator
Designed for maximum productivity and maximum cost-
efficiency, the BR- 7030U features three recording
chassis in a single compact cabinet. That means big
savings. In three very important ways. You save space
because the BR- 7030U occupies 50 % less space on a
standard duplicator rack than an equivalent number of
single-chassis units. You save energy because the
BR- 7030U consumes nearly half as much power per
recording unit as a standard duplicator. And you save
on peripheral costs because the BR- 7030U requires no
more cables or other peripheral equipment than a
single-chassis unit. Yet it triples your output!

Record-Only Chassis For Superior Quality
A videotape duplicator is for duplicating. And that's
precisely what the BR- 7030U is designed to do. For the
very best high-quality dubbing, each VHS chassis in the
BR- 7030U is a record-only unit. Performance is focused
entirely on recording. The result is a superb high-quality
VHS picture and brilliant high-fidelity stereo sound. And,
with two rotary heads designed exclusively for Hi-Fi
VHS recording, the BR- 7030U delivers superior audio
performance characteristics -wider frequency
response, dynamic range of more than 90 dB, and
minimal wow and flutter.

Single Input For Three Recording Units
For uncomplicated recording performance, the
BR- 7030U is equipped with special distribution circuits.
These distribute input video and audio signals to all
three recording units for simultaneous recording. An
advanced circuit configuration eliminates any signal
deterioration that may occur after distribution.
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SPEC.F.CA T.ONS

Tape speed: 33.35 mm/s (SP mode)

Recording time" 120 minutes with T -120 cassette

Fast forward/rewind time: Less than 4.0 min. for
120 min" tape

Operating temperature: 5°C to 40°C (41°F to 104°F)

Storage temperature: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)

Ambient humidity" 30% to 80%

Dimensions: 430 mm(W) x 345 mm(H) x 485 mm(D)
(16-15/16" x 13-5/8" X 19-1/8")

Weight: 30 kg (66 Ibs)
VIDEO*
Recording system' Rotary two head. helical scanning

system
Luminance. FM recording
Color. Down-converted direct recording

Video signal system: NTSC-lype color signal

Input level (line)' 0.5 to 2.0 Vp-p, 75 ohms, unbalanced

Signal-to-noise ratio: 45 dB (Color)

Horizontal resolution: 230 lines (Color)

AUDIO.

Input level (line): -6 dBs, 10 k-ohms, unbalanced

(Hi-Fi/Normal)

Signal-to-noise ratio: 48 dB (NR-on, at 3% distortion)
44 dB (NR-ofl, at 3% distortion)

Frequency response. 20 to 20,000 Hz (Hi-Fi),
40 to 12,000 Hz (Normal)

Wow and flutter (Self recording & PB):
Less than 0.005% wrms (Hi-Fi)
Less than 0.15% wrms (Normal)

Dynamic range: 90 dB (Hi-F';

ACCESSORY: Power cord

.VIDEO & AUDIO specifications lexcept wow and flutter) are
based on playing back by a standard player/recorder.

Dolby noise reduction manufactured under I,cense from Dolby
lBboratories Licensing Corporation
"DOLBY" and the Double-D symboi 1:11 are trademarks of
Dolby lBboratories Licensing Corporation

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
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JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
DIVISION OF US JVC CORP

41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
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